Abstract. Dependable digital signing service requires both high fault-tolerance and high intrusion-tolerance. While providing high fault-tolerance, existing approaches do not satisfy the high intrusion-tolerance requirement in the face of availability, confidentiality and integrity attacks. In this paper, we propose Dependable Signing Overlay (DSO), a novel server architecture that can provide high intrusion-tolerance as well as high fault-tolerance. The key idea is: replicate the key shares and make the signing servers anonymous to clients (and thus also to the would-be attackers), in addition to using threshold signing. DSO utilizes structured P2P overlay routing techniques to provide timely services to legitimate clients. DSO is intended to be a scalable infrastructure for dependable digital signing service. This paper presents the architecture and protocols of DSO, and the analytical models for reliability and security analysis. We show that, compared with existing techniques, DSO has much better intrusion-tolerance under availability, confidentiality and integrity attacks.
Introduction
Digital signing is an integral part of a modern computer security architecture. It is one of the basic services provided by any CA (Certificate Authority) or PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) system. Dependable digital signing service should continue to provide service despite system failures and malicious attacks. In other words, it needs to be both high fault-tolerant and high intrusion-tolerant (also called attack-tolerant).
Researchers have been studying techniques to provide both fault-tolerant and intrusiontolerant service (not limited to signing service) using multiple servers. Traditional faulttolerant approaches (e.g., replication and Byzantine quorum systems [8, 18] ) mainly provide redundancy. Secret sharing [25, 6, 9] and threshold cryptography [5, 21, 26] can be used to provide certain level of fault-tolerance and intrusion-tolerance. For instance, a (k, m) threshold scheme divides a secret into m pieces such that any k or more pieces can be used to reconstruct the secret. Knowledge of any k − 1 or fewer pieces does not provide any information of the secret. These threshold schemes can provide intrusiontolerance up to a given threshold, above which there is no security at all. For example, using a (k, m) scheme can tolerate confidentiality and integrity attacks up to k − 1 shares. If k or more shares are compromised, the attacker can reconstruct or modify the secret data successfully. Similarly, if m − k + 1 or more nodes are under an availability attack (e.g., Denial of Service, or DoS), then the signing service becomes unavailable.
We propose a novel architecture, Dependable Signing Overlay (DSO), to enhance intrusion-tolerance and fault-tolerance for digital signing service. The key idea is: replicate the key shares and make the signing servers anonymous to the other hosts including the clients, in addition to using threshold signing. The threshold signing scheme and replication technique provide fault-tolerance. The threshold signing scheme and anonymous signing servers provide intrusion-tolerance because the attackers cannot know which signing servers to attack in order to deny signing service, steal, or corrupt the secret signing key. By systematically combining these three techniques, DSO can provide not only very high fault-tolerance but also very high intrusion-tolerance. Although DSO technique can be extended as a general architecture to provide other dependable services, we focus our effort on providing a scalable infrastructure or platform for dependable signing service in this paper. The design and evaluation of DSO are presented. Specifically, we make the following contributions: -Architecture and Protocol Design A key goal in DSO is to make the signing servers anonymous, or "hidden" among a large number of DSO nodes, so that all an adversary can do is just to randomly attack some nodes on DSO. Thus, the chance of a successful attack on confidentiality, availability, and integrity is low. On the other hand, an important goal is that legitimate client requests are served correctly and in a timely manner. We accomplish these goals by designing DSO as a P2P (peer-to-peer) overlay server network and adopting the techniques of structured P2P overlay routing based on DHT (Distributed Hash Table) . Section 3 presents the architecture and main protocols of DSO.
-Reliability and Security Analysis
We derive analytical models so that we can concretely analyze and evaluate the reliability (fault-tolerance) and security (intrusiontolerance) of DSO. The security analysis considers confidentiality, availability, and integrity attacks under both static and dynamic (with recovery) situations. Our results show that DSO provides very high fault-tolerance. For example, if the reliability of a single node is just 0.6 and we use a (6,10) threshold scheme in a 100 node DSO, the reliability of the service is more than 0.999. DSO also provides very high intrusion tolerance. For example, using a (6,10) threshold scheme in a 100 node DSO, when 30 nodes are attacked, the probability of successfully compromising availability is only 0.0000034754. The details of the analysis are in Section 4.
-Comparison with Existing Schemes
We show that, compared with existing representative techniques, DSO provides high fault-tolerance and much higher intrusiontolerance. For example, a (6,10) threshold signing scheme can tolerate only up to 5 compromised nodes. If we use a (6,10) threshold signing scheme in a DSO with 100 nodes and an attacker compromises 30 nodes, the probability that the attacker obtains the signing key is just 0.0473. Section 5 discusses the comparison of DSO with existing schemes.
Related Work
Fault-tolerance and intrusion-tolerance have been studied intensively by the research community. Traditionally, fault tolerance is addressed by replicating the service and building quorum systems [8, 18] .
Different threshold schemes were designed to build intrusion-tolerant services which can tolerate successful intrusions on less than k servers. Shamir's secret sharing [25] is a simple threshold scheme based on polynomial interpolation. Later, verifiable secret sharing schemes were proposed in [6, 4] for the verification of secret shares by share holders and share combiner. Proactive secret sharing schemes [9, 15] were proposed for the renewal of the shares without reconstructing the secret. Unlike secret sharing schemes that require secret data to be reconstructed at a trusted host, Threshold cryptography [5, 21, 26, 10] can use or generate secret key in a distributed fashion without the need of any trusted host. They used to provide decryption service, signing service and other CA services. The Intrusion Tolerance via Threshold Cryptography (ITTC) project at Stanford [29] used threshold cryptography to provide basic public key services without ever reconstructing the key. Zhou et al. and Luo et al. have applied threshold cryptography into Ad-hoc networks [30, 14, 17] to provide CA service to solve key management and membership problems. Narasimha et al. [19, 20] used threshold cryptography in P2P and MANET to provide efficient member control and node admission.
Recently, [31, 16, 2] tried to use traditional fault-tolerance techniques (e.g. replications, Quorums) along with secret sharing or threshold cryptography to provide both high fault-tolerance and intrusion-tolerance. Cornell Online CA (COCA [31] ), combined quorum and threshold cryptography techniques to provide a secure distributed certificate authority. Lakshmanan [16] proposed a scheme to combine replication with secret sharing to provide secure and reliable data storage. MAFTIA [2] is a comprehensive approach for tolerating both accidental faults and malicious attacks in large-scale distributed systems.
One main problem with the above described systems is that it is easy for an attacker to find the address of the servers used in the system and directly attack them. A possible solution is to use anonymity and randomness techniques, as seen in some censorship-resistant publishing systems like Eternity Service [1] , Publius [28] , free haven [7] . These systems focus on providing distributed document storage and censorship-resistant publishing, which is different from the target of DSO. Secure Overlay Service (SOS [12] ) also used the anonymity and randomness of the overlay network to make it difficult for the attacker to target any particular node for DoS attacks. We also try to exploit the anonymity provided by structured peer-to-peer networks to hide the actual service providers from the attacker. To take over any service, an attacker needs to randomly attack the nodes in the overlay network and hope for the best. In DSO, we couple service provider anonymity with threshold schemes and replication to provide a highly secure digital signing service which has both high reliability and security.
Architecture and Protocol Design

Design Goals
DSO aims to provide dependable digital signing service that can tolerate a large number of faulty nodes or malicious attacks. This security goal is achieved by making the signing servers anonymous, so that an attacker does not know which signing servers to attack. This reduces the chance of successful attacks on the system. Even though the servers are anonymous, legitimate client requests should be served efficiently. We choose structured P2P network for the architecture because it provides anonymity of the servers with minimal network overhead. An initial signing server generates the pair of public and secret keys, then distributes the secret key (signing key) to a number of nodes in the overlay using secret sharing. Later, a client requesting the signing service may obtain the partial signature from required nodes and reconstruct the signature using threshold signing scheme.
Structured P2P
Recently, many services are deployed on peer-to-peer networks. P2P is a fault-tolerant network because it provides redundancy (through replication) and it can automatically adapt itself to the failure or arrival/departure of nodes. Current structured P2P systems (e.g. Chord [27] , Pastry [23] ) are based on distributed hash table (DHT) technique to efficiently route the packets from source to destination. A typical structured P2P system based on DHT provides the following guarantees: -Communication to any peer (or query to any data) identified by some key ID (a hash value) is guaranteed to succeed if and only if the peer (or data) corresponding to the key ID is present in the system; -Communication to any peer (given ID) is guaranteed to terminate within a small and finite number of hops; -The key ID space is uniformly divided among all currently active peers; -The system is capable of handling dynamic peer joins and leaves.
In DSO, we can use a routing technique similar to Chord [27] , which guarantees that a packet will get to its destination in no more than log(N ) hops (N is the size of the overlay) by looking up the ID (a hash value) of the destination. We can create multiple destination nodes for a given identifier by using multiple hash functions. By carefully choosing the proper class of hash functions, the sequences of nodes used to route a packet from a node to the destination can be independent from one another. Chord is robust to changes in overlay membership: each node's list is adjusted to account for nodes leaving and joining the overlay. This is called the self-healing feature of structured P2P networks. Note the original Chord directly maps a node's IP address to the ID using a hash function. Given the size of network (typically smaller than a million), an attacker can calculate the ID of each host in the network and store it. Now given the ID, he can easily determine the address of the host. This is not safe in DSO because our security guarantees rely on the anonymity of the servers in the network: no one should be able to convert node's ID to its IP address. Thus we do not use the original Chord's node identifier mapping mechanism. We can use a Pastry-like mechanism [23] (node IDs are assigned randomly with uniform distribution from a circular ID space) for DSO that makes it very hard to determine the IP address of the host given its ID. At the same time we should take care of the security of node ID assignment as in [3] .
System Architecture and Process
The basic system architecture is shown in Figure 1 . The three main components are share holders (SH), beacons and access points (AP). Brief functionalities of these three components are described below. Details are in Section 3.4. DSO can provide multiple signing services at the same time. Any signing service is recognized using a service key tag. Each service has its own secret signing key, also called service key. This private key is divided into m parts using a secret sharing scheme (k, m). Each of these m shares are replicated to n h distinct hosts selected by the initial signing server. Thus, there are n h copies of each share of the service key in the system. All these shares are sent to selected SHs by the initial signing server.
On receiving the share, a share holder calculates the index keys using a number of (n b ) well-known consistent hash functions as in SOS [12] operated on the service key tag. These index keys will identify the IDs of a set of overlay nodes that will act as beacons. Beacons will be contacted and store IDs of these SHs at the end of service initialization process (see Section 3.4).
Certain nodes in DSO act as Access Points (AP) which have the capability to authenticate clients. Before acquiring signing service, a client should first contact an overlay AP to request a certain signing service (indicated by the service key tag). After authenticating and authorizing the request, the AP securely routes the request from the client to the correct beacons (whose IDs are identified with hash values of the service key tag) using the underlying routing mechanisms. (Each node in the path determines the next hop by applying appropriate hash function to the service key tag.)
After a beacon receives the signing request, it will route the packet to the proper share holders which will perform threshold signing and produce partial signatures according to the request. These partial signatures are then combined by a beacon to produce the final signature. The combiner (beacon) then sends the result to AP. The result is finally forwarded to the client. During the whole process, the original secret (private key) is never disclosed to anyone. The message sent from the client can be blinded (see Section 3.4) to achieve confidentiality.
This scheme is robust because:
-Each secret in the system is shared by different nodes and all of the shares are replicated to multiple servers. This provides good redundancy while maintaining the secrecy of the data. -There are multiple access points, beacons, and share holders on DSO for every service. Any node in this overlay can be AP, beacon or share holder. In fact, in our discussion we assume all nodes are access points. can choose an alternate set of share holders and such operations are transparent to clients. -All the beacons and SHs are anonymous to the clients (clients do not know the IP address of any SH or beacon for a service). Even if some beacon is compromised, the attacker can only get the IDs of SHs. As we mentioned above, with only IDs an attacker cannot know the real addresses. Thus, the SHs are still anonymous to attackers even though they know the IDs. Similarly, if any access point is compromised, the attacker can only get the IDs of beacons, but not the real address.
Protocol Design
In this paper, we choose threshold RSA signing [26, 19, 20, 10] as our basic signing scheme because it is one of the most popular schemes (one can also use threshod DSA or other threshold signing techniques [19, 20] ). In a threshold RSA scheme, q is the RSA modulus, K e is the public key, and the private key K d is shared by the servers and is used for signing. Secret shares corresponding to K d are generated by the initial service provider and distributed to the SHs. There are three main protocols in DSO: 1. Service initialization: initializes the share holders, beacons for certain service key; 2. Service provision: provides the desired signing service; 3. Share update: periodically update the secret shares.
Service Initialization This protocol creates multiple shares of the service key K d and distributes them to randomly selected DSO nodes. The protocol is described in following steps.
-Using Shamir's classical secret sharing scheme [25] , the service provider generates
where a 0 = K d . It also computes the partial share as
For the purpose of verification of share, we use Feldman's verifiable secret sharing scheme [6] , which involves a large prime p such that q divides p − 1 and a generator g which is an element of Z * p of order q. Also, k public witness of the sharing polynomial's coefficients denoted as g a0 , ..., g
are generated. -The service provider randomly selects m nodes in the DSO as share holders and then gives every share holder its share S i together with the k witnesses. -When the share holders receive their shares they can verify the integrity by checking
-Each SH replicates its share and partial secret key d i to other n h − 1 randomly selected server nodes. All these SHs will notify all beacons (whose IDs are identified with hash values of the service key tag) their roles and ask them to store IDs of the SHs for this certain signing service.
Service Provision Once a signing service is initialized, DSO can provide signing service that requires the signing key.
-The client sends service request to DSO, asks for signing message m with the service private key corresponding to a service key tag K t . The request is forwarded by AP to beacons, then to the proper SHs. -When the share holders receive the signing request, each SH i generates its partial signed result (partial signature) P i = m d i mod q using its partial secret key d i . These partial results are sent to a beacon (combiner). In order for the beacon to verify the validity of the partial results, we use the following scheme [24] . When
. All calculations are on mod p. -When the beacon receives k or more distinct partial results, it first verifies the following three equations (on mod p):
If these equations hold, then it means that the partial result is valid. After verifying k number of shares, the beacon can generate the final result F .
We must apply K-bounded coalition offsetting algorithm [14] to obtain the final signature m k d (mod q). Note the original K-bounded coalition offsetting algorithm in [14] has a robustness problem, which was pointed in [19, 11] and corrected in [11, 10] .
-The final signature is then sent to the AP who forwards it to the client.
Blinding the message: For privacy and confidential reason, the client can use blinding technique to hide the original message from the beacon and other nodes in DSO. Instead of sending the original message m, it chooses a blinding factor b at random and computes s = b
Ke (again, all these and following calculations are on mod q) using public key K e . The client then sends m · s = mb K e to the overlay, which
Finally the client can remove the blinding factor b by F = F /b. Thus, the client obtains the final signature and does not leak any original information to DSO.
Share Update
To enhance security, we use proactive secret sharing scheme [9] to update each share holder's share periodically without reconstructing the service key K d . In the update procedure, all share holders with the same share copies elect one representative SH to take part in the update protocol. After the update procedure, representatives will replicate the updated share to the other SHs.
Reliability and Security Analysis
In this section, we analyze the fault-tolerance and security of DSO. Table1 list the notations we will use in the following analysis. Table 1 . Some Notations N n total number of nodes in overlay n a number of APs nt number of attacked nodes k threshold value of secret sharing n b number of beacons per service m number of distinct shares per service n h number of each share's copies x total number of services provided by DSO
Fault-Tolerance Analysis
Fault tolerance of the system is measured as the probability that the service will be available to the clients in spite of the failures of individual nodes. For a given service, R sys (t) represents the probability that the service is available during time interval (0, t).
Since there are three components of the service, namely APs, beacons and SHs, all of them need to be operating correctly for the service to be available. Reliability of the system can be written as R sys (t) = Pr(At least one AP operates correctly during (0, t)) × Pr(At least one beacon operates correctly during (0, t)) × Pr(At least k distinct share holders operate correctly during (0, t)). Every node in the DSO can act as an AP. We are assuming the beacons and share holders for the service are chosen independently. Thus, a given node in the system may have more than one role. To further simplify the computation, we assume that the reliability of every node in the network is equal to R(t). If there are n parallel modules in the system each with reliability R(t) which provide identical service, then the probability that at least one of them will be operating correctly is R n (t) = 1 − (1 − R(t)) n . Reliability of the three components in the service can be represented using the following equations:
Then, we compute the reliability of the system using Eq.( 1).
(1)
Using the reliability equation of the system, it is easy to calculate the mean time to failure as M T T F = ∞ 0 R sys (t). Consider an overlay network containing 100 nodes. Suppose we have 10 different services each using (6, 10) to share the secret. Suppose the reliability of a single node is 0.9 during a certain time interval. If these services are deployed in a separate set of nodes with no replication, then the reliability of each service during the time interval is equal to 0.9984 which is two 9s after the decimal point. (For the remainder of this paper, we will write reliability in terms of number of 9s after the decimal point.)
Now, we group 10×10 = 100 = N n nodes together as DSO. We still use the (6, 10) scheme for every service as before. Assume there are ten beacons and each share has four copies, i.e. n a = 100, n b = 10, n h = 4. Then according to Eq.(1), the reliability for every service becomes nine 9s, which is much higher than the 2 9s for the services deployed separately.
Note that when using DSO we have much more nodes than required by the service. Many of these overlay nodes are used only for light-weight routing purposes and are not involved in threshold signing or replication. This is not a limitation but a design choice. DSO is designed as a scalable infrastructure to provide a platform for a large number of services. DSO may have a very large overlay and not limited to be within a single organization. Table 2 shows the reliability of a pure threshold scheme and DSO, given different single node reliability. We can see that for the same threshold parameter (6, 10) DSO has a much higher reliability than the pure threshold scheme. Even when the pure threshold scheme uses (60, 100), which requires 100 servers for a single service, our DSO with following parameters N n = 100, n a = 100, n h = 4, n b = 15, k = 8, m = 15 can still beat the pure threshold scheme when the single node's reliability is not very high. When the single node reliability is very high (greater than 0.9), then both the (60,100) threshold scheme and DSO scheme can achieve high enough reliability (larger than 14 9's). We can see that the pure threshold scheme is very sensitive to the single reliability and the total number of servers. It can only achieve good reliability when using many servers with high single reliability. Whereas DSO can use a small number of servers (here servers mean the nodes really involved in threshold signing or replication) to achieve better performance even when the single reliability is not high. Table 2 . Reliability Comparison (N n = 100, n a = 100, n h = 4 in DSO)
Single reliability 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.99 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.99 (6,10) scheme 0.8497 0.9672 0.9984 7 9's (60,100) scheme 0.9875 5 9's 15 9's 53 9's DSO (n b = 10) 4 9's 6 9's 9 9's 15 9's DSO (n b = 15) 7 9's 10 9's 14 9's 15 9's
Intrusion-Tolerance Analysis
The Threat Model Before security analysis, we first make clear the threat model of DSO. The goal of DSO is to enhance the tolerance to faults and attacks from architecture level. DSO itself is not able to solve all the security problems in the distributed environments. We assume the basic techniques in use, i.e., threshold cryptography, secret sharing and structured P2P routing, are secure. Furthermore we assume that proper authentication, secure communication based on cryptography, traffic analysis prevention and intrusion detection techniques can be used. All these can provide us the following guarantees.
-The overlay network is secure and it prevents the routing attacks.
-The communication between overlay nodes is secure in that authentication and encryption are used between overlay nodes. Also traffic pattern analysis is prevented. -Every node in the overlay can verify and identify the illegitimate traffic sent to them. Attacker cannot control the node for a long time. Once a node is found under attack/control, it will go off-line and be repaired. -Attackers do not know the addresses of the beacons and the share holders. Like clients and other routing nodes of overlay, attackers only know the service key tag and its neighbor overlay nodes.
With the above security guarantees, nodes in DSO can still be denied of service or temporarily broken/controlled by the attackers. An attacker can launch three kind of attacks.
Availability attack: Attacker can launch DoS attacks on n t nodes in the network.
This may deny the signing service provided by the system to clients. 2. Confidentiality attack: Attacker can attack the nodes to obtain the shares and try to acquire the original service private key (signing key). 3. Integrity attack: Attacker can modify the shares on nodes in the overlay.
In the following sections, we will analyze the intrusion-tolerance of DSO under these three attacks in detail.
Static Intrusion-Tolerance
In static attack mode, we assume that there are n t nodes under attack and there is no recovery.
(1) Availability Attack
Suppose we have a set of a nodes and we randomly select b nodes from it. Let  P h (a, b, c) denotes the probability that selected nodes contains a given set of c nodes. Using elementary combinatorics, one can see that P h (a, b, c When n t nodes are attacked, the probability that at least one AP still works is 1 − P h (N n , n t , n a ) and the probability that at least one beacon still works is 1 − P h (N n , n t , n b ). For each distinct share having n h copies, the chance of at least one copy available is 1 − P h (N n , n t , n h ). A given service will still be available if at least one AP is available, at least one beacon is available and k out of m distinct shares are available. Thus, the probability of successfully denying a given service is
Figures 2(a) shows a small DSO example. The size of DSO is only 100 (N n = 100). We select all 100 nodes as APs and 10 nodes as beacons. The threshold scheme we use is 6 out of 10. Every share has four replicated copies (n h = 4). When there are n t = 10 nodes attacked, the probability of a successful service availability attack is almost negligible (1.1546×10 −13 ). When attacked nodes increase to 30, the probability comes to be 3.4754 × 10 −6 . Even when half of the nodes are attacked, the successful attack probability is still low (0.0013). From the figure we can see that only when the number of attacked nodes is more than 70, the probability increases rapidly. Only after more than 90 nodes are attacked, does the probability become near to 1. Also, given a fixed m, using a larger k will slightly increase the chance of a successful attack. This is because, with a larger k, an attacker needs to attack fewer servers to deny the service. In Figure 2 (b) we see a larger DSO with N n = 1, 000. It is clear that a larger DSO can tolerate more attacks even with other parameters same as Figure 2(a) . It is also clear that increasing the number of beacons, SHs and the number of copies of each share (n h ) will somewhat reduce the success probability of an availability attack. However, when less than 600 nodes are attacked, successful attack probabilities are close to zero. This indicates that the size of DSO is a very important factor to enhance the intrusion-tolerance.
We have so far calculated the successful attack probability to a specific service. Consider that the overlay provides x number of services. In this situation when an attacker compromises certain number of nodes, it may deny more than one service. Suppose we are interested in knowing the probability of denying at least one service. Prob(At least one service compromised) = 1 − Prob(no service is compromised)
The upper bound on this probability is xP r d1 . Suppose there are total of 1,000 nodes DSO and a total of 1,000 different services on DSO. For n a = 1, 000, n b = 10, m = 10, k = 6, n h = 4, if attacker attacks 200 nodes, the probability of denying one or more service is less than 1, 000 × 1.7047 × 10 −7 = 1.7047 × 10 −4 . This value is still negligible. Now we want to compute the probability of denial of exactly y services in DSO. This probability will be a binomial distribution
x−y . We can calculate the expected number of services brought down by the attacker as
Figure 2(c) plots the expected number of services that are denied given a certain number of attacks. Here we only use a small DSO with small parameters: N n = 100, n a = 100, n b = m = 10, k = 6, n h = 4 (using a larger DSO will obviously improve the performance). The result shows that when the number of attacked nodes is less than 60, almost no services are denied on DSO when the total number of services varies from 10 to 150. For example, when x = 100, attacking 30 random nodes can expect to denial 0.00034754 service on DSO. This shows that DSO can provide high availability.
(2) Confidentiality Attack
To analyze the probability of a successful confidentiality attack, P r s1 , we first introduce another new function P g (a, b, c) . Suppose we have a set of a nodes and we randomly select b nodes from it. P g (a, b, c) denotes the probability that selected nodes do not contain any of the nodes from a given set of c nodes.
A confidentiality attack may succeed only when an attacker can successfully get at least k distinct shares for a certain service. Since the attacker has no knowledge of where the share holders are located in the network, he needs to randomly attack a large set (n t ) of nodes on DSO. The probability of successfully stealing given service secret key P r s1 is that of at least k out of m distinct shares be stolen. For each distinct share, P g (N n , n t , n h ) means no copy of this share is stolen while 1−P g (N n , n t , n h ) indicates that at least one copy is stolen. The probability of a successful confidentiality attack can be computed as Figure 3 (a) shows a small DSO example. Here N n = 100, n a = 100, n b = 10, m = 20, n h = 2. Assume k = 18, when attacker attacks n t = 20 nodes, the chance of success is negligible (9.1880×10 −7 ). Even when half of nodes are attacked, the chance of a successful confidentiality attack is still low (0.0954). We can see from the figure that the confidentiality attack is very sensitive to the number of shares in DSO. Smaller n h will achieve better attack tolerance than larger n h . This makes sense because more copies of shares mean higher chance to leaking the shares. Given a fixed m, using a larger k will also enhance intrusion-tolerance. This is obvious because attackers need to attack more nodes in order to acquire at least k distinct shares.
In Figures 3(b) , we see a larger DSO with 1,000 server nodes. For a fixed k, increasing m or increasing n h will both enhance the attack probability because increasing m or n h increases the number of shares in the system. Thus the attacker has more chance of getting k shares. For m = 20, k = 18, n h = 1, when less than about 600 node are attacked, the probability of the success of attack is nearly zero.
The analysis of the probability of acquiring at least one service key, acquiring y service secret key and the expected number of service secret keys attacker can steal is similar to the analysis of that of availability attack.
We use different parameters in availability and confidential attack tolerance analysis. This is because availability and confidentiality has contradicting requirements. For example, larger n h will achieve high availability attack tolerance but low confidentiality attack tolerance. As we can see there is some trade-off between availability and confidentiality. We will present some trade-off techniques in Section 5.1.
(3) Integrity Attack
One aspect of the integrity attack aims to corrupt enough shares so that attacker can forge the secret signing key. In this case the intrusion-tolerance against integrity attacks is the same as that against confidentiality attacks because when a node is attacked its share can either be disclosed or corrupted. Once an attacker has modified k copies of distinct shares, a client might receive the corrupted signature when beacon contacts those k nodes with corrupted shares.
Another aspect of the integrity attack is that the attacker modifies all copies of n − k + 1 distinct shares. Now no client will ever be able to use the signing service. This integrity attack is similar to Denial of Service. The successful attack probability is the same as that of availability attacks analyzed before.
As both aspects of the integrity attack are covered by the availability and confidentiality analysis, we will not further discuss this attack separately in this paper.
Dynamic Intrusion-Tolerance In a dynamic situation, besides considering the attacks, we also consider the recovery of nodes. Out of n t nodes attacked by the attacker, n t − i nodes are detected by the intrusion detection module and are already under recovery. The remaining i nodes are still compromised and not detected. Nodes under recovery are removed from the system. Let π i be the steady-state proportion of time that i number of nodes are under attack and not removed from DSO. When i out of the n t nodes are under attack and n t − i are under recovery, there are N n + i − n t active nodes on DSO. Now we extend the static case above to the dynamic cases. In a steady state, the probability of a successful availability attack is computed in Eq. (4) where P h (a, b, c) is equal to P h (a, b, a) when c > a. Eq. (5) gives the probability of successfully stealing a given service secret key.
We need to calculate π i to determine the probabilities. We consider two kinds of attack processes (i.e. serial attack and parallel attack) and repair processes (i.e. serial repair and parallel attack). In serial process, nodes can only be attacked or repaired one by one. In parallel process, multiple nodes may be simultaneously attacked or repaired. Attack delay time is the difference between the time when an attacked node is removed from the overlay and when the attacker realizes the attacked node is removed and redirects the attack to a new node in the overlay. Repair delay time is the difference between the time when a node is first attacked and when DSO detects the attack and removes the node from the overlay. We assume that attack delay time and repair delay time follow exponentially distributed random variables with respective rates of λ and µ. Assume ρ = λ/µ. We can model the system as a birth-and-death exponential queueing system using Markov model. According to different attack and repair processes we have four Markov models in the Figure 4 . Every state i in the figure represents the state that exactly i nodes are under attack at the time. In the case of a serial attack, the rate of transition form state i to state i + 1 is λ, while in the parallel case, the rate is (n t − i)λ. When the repair is serial, the rate of transition from state i to state i − 1 is µ, while in the case of parallel repair the rate is iµ. According to the balance equation [22] , we can compute π i using the general formula Eq. (6) . Details on analysis for every situation can be found in [13] . We have:
here λ i means the attack rate of transition from state i to i + 1, µ i means the repair rate of transition from state i to i − 1. We plot P r d1 under four conditions in Figure 5 . The plot of ρ vs P r s1 is similar to the plot of P r d1 . From Figure 5 we can see that with a fixed ρ (e.g. ρ = 1), in terms of intrusion-tolerance, T ype2 < T ype1 < T ype4 < T ype3. Serial attack and parallel repair achieves the best performance of intrusion-tolerance. It is understandable because this case is the best case we can have: the highest repair rate and the lowest attack rate. Parallel attack and serial recovery is the worst case with the highest attack rate and the lowest repair rate. Not surprisingly with a larger ρ, the intrusion-tolerance will be worse because a larger ρ means a higher attack rate compared to recovery rate.
Discussion
Availability and confidentiality have conflicting requirements. If we try to improve one by changing parameters like k, m, n h then the other will suffer and vice versa. We would like to find a trade-off between these two depending on the relative importance of availability and confidentiality (A = lC). Availability and confidentiality of the system can be measured as (1 − P r d1 ) and (1 − P r s1 ) respectively in DSO. If the desired ratio of availability to confidentiality is l, then (1 − P r d1 ) = l(1 − P r s1 ). Given l and some of the parameters, one can set the proper values of the rest of the parameters.
Intrusion-Tolerance Comparison
Other popular schemes which provide similar functionalities as DSO are pure replication, pure threshold scheme, threshold scheme plus replication, threshold scheme plus quorum. In pure replication, the key is replicated to all m r servers. Pure threshold scheme uses (k s , m s ) scheme where key is divided into m s shares and at least k s shares are required to reconstruct the secret. As the name suggests, threshold scheme plus share replication creates n h replications of each m sr shares.
In all these schemes, an attacker may know the servers providing the service and attack them. The attacker can easily determine the set of minimum servers it needs to attack to bring the system down. If the number of attacked nodes is below this threshold then the chance of successful attack is zero. If an attacker compromises more servers than the threshold, it will succeed with probability one. Table 3 lists the comparison of all existing schemes in terms of availability and confidentiality. 
Let's compare the different schemes using a specific example. In order to have a fair comparison between other replication or threshold schemes and DSO, we need to use the same number of original servers. It will not be fair to compare a (50,100) pure threshold scheme and a 100 node DSO with a (6,10) scheme with no replication. Even though DSO has a network size of 100, only 10 servers are being used for this particular service. All other nodes are just part of the network. This case is similar to any distributed service provided on top of WAN or the Internet. We do not count routers or hosts in the path of routing as a part of servers. Thus, for all the schemes we compare, we assume that the total number of servers is 10. For DSO, we assume the overlay has 100 nodes.
Let's examine the intrusion-tolerance of each scheme. All schemes except DSO cannot get high intrusion-tolerance under both attacks. We use the importance comparison equation A = lC to optimize the parameters for each scheme. To simplify matters, we will choose l = 1 which means attack-tolerance for availability and confidentiality is equally important. For other schemes, importance can be measured using the threshold.
For the pure replication scheme, threshold for availability attack-tolerance is m r . But confidentiality is compromised even if a single server is successfully attacked.
For pure threshold scheme, we have the equation m s − k s + 1 = k s . From this equation we get k s = (m s + 1)/2 = 11/2 ≈ 5 which is the optimized value in order to achieve both attack-tolerance. So we take (5, 10) for pure threshold scheme.
Threshold plus replication scheme uses (k sr , m sr ) secret sharing scheme and each share has n h copies. Thus, the total number of servers in the system is n sr = m sr ×k sr . By plugging in the values of availability and confidentiality in the importance equation we have (m sr − k sr + 1)n h = k sr . Thus k sr = (n sr + n h )/(n h + 1) = 1 + (n sr − 1)/(n h + 1). This indicates that k sr increases as n h decreases. For n h = 2, k sr = 12/3 = 4. For n h = 1 this becomes pure threshold scheme. For this scheme we take the optimized parameters as k sr = 4, m sr = 5, n h = 2.
We place 10 servers into an overlay with 100 nodes. Note that we still use only 10 nodes as SHs for threshold signing or replication. Other nodes are just overlay nodes in charge of P2P routing. For these 10 servers, we use two strategies: one is a (5,10) threshold scheme (k = 5, m = 10, n h = 1), the other is a (4,5) threshold scheme plus each share has 2 replications (k = 4, m = 5, n h = 2). Figure 6 plots the intrusion-tolerance of three schemes (pure threshold scheme, threshold scheme plus replication, DSO) given the same number of total servers n = 10. It is obvious that DSO has the best intrusion-tolerance. The probability of intrusiontolerance is still high even when there are many overlay nodes attacked.
From Figure 6 , we can see that a (5,10) scheme on the top of DSO will have a very similar attack-tolerance to a (50,100) pure threshold scheme. But using a (5,10) scheme on the top of DSO is better because it has less overhead, in addition to use less real servers. In the case of DSO, the combiner (beacon) needs to contact just 5 to 10 servers to obtain the shares. Whereas in the (50,100) scheme, the combiner needs to contact at least 50 servers. Also, verifying and combining 50 shares will take more time than verifying and combining just 5 shares.
Performance Evaluation
There are two types of overhead in the system, computation and communication. Distributed signing requires partial signing at SHs and combining at the combiner. The cost of one partial signing operation is the same as the signing using a complete RSA private key. Combining of data takes more time than partial signing. Time taken to partially sign the certificate and combine the partial signature by the combiner is proportional to the number of different shares. In DSO architecture, we do not need to use very high values of k and m to provide high security. As we have a smaller number of shares, time to sign or combine the shares is not very large. But in other system like pure threshold scheme one needs to have a large k and m to provide high security. Thus, these schemes require more time to combine the shares.
"MessageHop" is used as a metric to evaluate the communication cost. MessageHop is defined as the number of overlay nodes covered by the packet to reach the destination. The communication cost in DSO is the routing cost from AP to a beacon and then to m DSO distinct SHs. The average number of hops for DHT-based routing to any destination is log(N n )/2. So the total cost for sending request to share holders is log(N n )/2 × (1 + m DSO ). log(N n ) can range from 5 to 30 depending on the size of the overlay. Although this involves some communication cost, it is still reasonable considering the fault-and intrusion-tolerance benefits provided by the overlay.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the importance of as well as the challenges in building dependable systems with both high fault-tolerance and intrusion-tolerance. Using digital signing service as a motivated example, we proposed a novel architecture, Dependable Signing Overlay (DSO). The fault-tolerance feature is achieved via using the threshold scheme plus replication. The intrusion-tolerance feature is obtained via using the threshold scheme plus anonymous servers, so the attackers cannot know which servers to attack in order to deny signing service or steal/corrupt signing key. We designed DSO as a P2P overlay server network and adopted the techniques of structured P2P overlay routing based on DHT. We derived analytical models and presented reliability (fault-tolerance) and security (intrusion-tolerance) analysis. Our results show that DSO provides very high fault-tolerance and intrusion-tolerance. We also compared DSO with other existing techniques. Our results showed that DSO provides high faulttolerance and much higher intrusion-tolerance.
In conclusion, we believe that DSO is a promising and scalable platform to build dependable signing services.
